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Lingering in the In-Between          9-6-2010 

by Leslie K. Brown 

 

For the past couple of years, I have planted a small garden in the backyard of my urban 

apartment. Each year, I try out a new type of vegetable, and each year, one (or more) of the 

plants does not survive. This summer is no different: my zucchini plant is producing only 

flowers, and something is gnawing on the jalapeño leaves. To comfort and inspire my dejected 

green thumb, I pay regular visits to regional farms in search of produce that is freshly picked. I 

have two favorite haunts, each just a few miles out Route 2 past Walden, the pond that was 

Henry David Thoreau’s muse and an icon that has inspired generations of Americans to consider 

the land.   

 

My local farms, both passed down through generations, are not unlike those that Sandi Haber 

Fifield explores in this volume. Captured over two growing seasons, the images in Between 

Planting and Picking depict over a dozen small and family-run farms ranging from the West 

Coast to the Northeast. This, however, is not a guidebook to environmentally conscious farms of 

North America, nor is it meant to be. Parting the curtain, Haber Fifield allows viewers to witness 

what customers normally do not experience at the farm stand or grocers. Along the way, we 

encounter intimate moments of specificity, stillness, and splendor. Haber Fifield’s previous 

book, Walking through the World, took readers on a poetic, photographic journey; this work 

explores by lingering, not moving on, and builds a complex vocabulary of visual association. It is 

photography as a form of planting. Every snap of the shutter deposits a new vision into the 

world, each with the infinite potential to grow in the minds of others.   
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Between the planting and picking of the title, of course, comes tending and watering, weeding 

and pruning, living and growing, reaping and dying. There is something about the lexicon of 

farming that lends itself to poetry and metaphor. Germinating, ripening, harvesting—we could 

not express ourselves as well without words like these and the elemental, essential, and timeless 

cycles they represent. In her photographs, Haber Fifield aims for that which eludes ordinary 

description in order to convey what she calls “the reality of, the feeling of, the land.” Her gaze 

pauses on the simple things: the quality of light as it filters through a greenhouse wall or the 

accidental beauty of boxes heaped high in a corner. In doing so, Haber Fifield encourages us to 

ponder a rich middle ground: what happens in the time and space before the produce arrives at 

the stand and on our tables.   

 

Haber Fifield’s artwork and approach also exist in an intriguing in-between. If we were to 

attempt to categorize her genre, we might assign it to landscape or still life. Yet, these labels are 

incomplete. She shares company with early color photographers who focused on the vernacular 

and celebrated the ordinary, but her tendencies also align with painting from even earlier eras. 

Picturesque landscapes, for example, celebrated the ruined, the overgrown, and the irregular; 

Haber Fifield is drawn to the edges of scenes, the space where weeds lurk and things piles up.  

Reminiscent of still-life painting in which a piece of fruit symbolizes the fecundity of nature 

while hinting at its eventual decay, her pictures allow for psychological projection. But rather 

than presenting us with traditional arrangements, she finds and offers images of mundane 

materials, such as wire mesh or plastic bags, which through her lens become luminous and 

otherworldly.   
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There is a distinct architecture to Haber Fifield’s imagery. How she structures her compositions 

parallels how we craft, shape, and work the land. Once at these farms and within the fields, 

Haber Fifield surveys the settings, looking for and reacting to environmental connections and 

visual links. Flipping through the pages of Between Planting and Picking, we notice a rhythm 

and the coming together of individual images into a whole. Within the sequence, viewpoints 

alternate between inside and outside, near and far. Gradually, we realize that materials, shapes, 

and colors subtly repeat. Red, for example, shows up again and again—in a glass orb, chopped 

up rhubarb, or cloth hung on a pole—mirroring the Hudson River School painters’ use of this 

hue to point to human presence within the landscape.  

 

Haber Fifield frequently pairs order with disorder in her compositions. This is not unlike farming 

itself. We attempt to control nature just as hard as it denies our jurisdiction. An underlying 

geometry of wiring, netting, and fencing also appear throughout the pages of Between Planting 

and Picking. At the same time, various items and vegetation bend and veer off in other 

directions. In one photograph, for example, the bottom half is defined by a systematic grid of 

metal fencing, while the top half dissolves into wildly curving tendrils of new growth. In another, 

disarray is coupled with organization: amidst a cluttered pile of seed packets, labels scribbled 

with plant names await their eventual association.   

 

Certainly, photography and farming can involve a lot of elaborate tools. A visit to any garden or 

camera store confirms this. Yet, at their most basic levels, the two practices do not require many 

accessories, and their practitioners often have a thrifty fondness for the makeshift. A modified 
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coffee container can be made into a camera or a chair into a tripod, just as a rag is able to train a 

vine. Indeed, to produce her early work, Haber Fifield regularly altered the inner workings of her 

cameras. A similar creative practicality permeates the farmers’ jerry-built efforts. Tables and 

sheds are cobbled together, and milk crates and buckets serve several functions. Such found 

assemblages, Haber Fifield explains, represented “the still life that kept growing in my head” in 

which “ultimately, the goal is to cultivate the land and get the job done.” 

 

In Haber Fifield’s photographs, objects take on personalities and appear to arrange and re-

arrange themselves: hoses and buckets misbehave and wander off, sunflowers bow their heads to 

a toy tractor, a row of white chairs stand at attention, and a lone pumpkin yearns to be with the 

rest of the patch. And although people are nearly absent—appearing only once, and then only in 

the distance—her images could be read as portraits, too. Farmers and field hands seem to have 

just departed after a day’s work, leaving behind scattered clues as to their states of mind. Seeking 

out the tranquil moments between periods of intense activity, Haber Fifield observes that farmers 

spend a majority of their time alone, lost in thought. As viewers, we get to know these laborers 

from their land and the evidence of their work upon it.   

 

Haber Fifield was initially inspired to undertake this project by a visit to Green Gulch, a 

pioneering organic farming community located within the San Francisco Zen Center. The unity 

of land, process, and people was palpable to her there: “As an observer, I could sense a direct 

connection between the Zazen practice and what was happening in the fields.” Sustained 

looking, even what she has described as “sublime waiting,” is felt throughout Between Planting 

and Picking. It amounts to a patient but powerful presence, a Buddhist-like quality of being-
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there-ness, and contributes to a distinct sense of place. It’s as if Haber Fifield is urging viewers 

not simply to look, but to look here.   

 

Natural forces and cycles are present, too, both of land and life. In Between Planting and 

Picking, seasons surface and fade. Blooming flowers call to mind the bounty of spring, while 

withered tomato plants and a cast-off scarecrow foreshadow fall and the dormancy of winter. 

One image bookends existence for man and plant: a field of matted corn stalks leads our eyes to 

a small cemetery, presumably the family plot of those who live in the farmhouse beyond. Dust to 

dust, life returns to the earth it tended. In another picture, a tidy timetable lies open on a messy 

desk. Amid piles of paperwork, phases of the moon and plants are brought together in grid and 

graph, one column repeating words like a mantra: root, leaf, flower, fruit, root, leaf, flower, fruit. 

 

When it comes time to pick from my own tiny garden, I proudly photograph the first tomato 

before I eat it. I know more after one season than I did before: I have learned that a zucchini 

plant needs a mate to yield vegetables and a mixture of red pepper and oil will keep nibbling 

intruders at bay. In this time between planting and picking, I have grown, too. I think that must 

be why I find such comfort and pleasure in Haber Fifield’s photographs; they make me keenly 

aware of place and of the origins of my food. But inspired by Sandi Haber Fifield, I now look to 

the median as well as the margins, hoping to catch a glimpse of the overlooked and the 

underseen.   

 


